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Temperature and angular dependence of the anisotropic magnetoresistance in epitaxial Fe film

R. P. van Gorkom,* J. Caro, T. M. Klapwijk, and S. Radelaar
Department of Applied Physics and Delft Institute of Microelectronics and Submicrontechnology, Delft University of Technolo

Lorentzweg 1, 2628 CJ Delft, The Netherlands
~Received 10 July 2000; revised manuscript received 22 December 2000; published 15 March 2001!

We perform detailed temperature dependent measurements of the magnetoresistance~MR! and its angular
dependence of epitaxial Fe~110! films. The angular dependence of the MR atH510 kOe is found to change
strongly when going fromT54.2 K to T5230 K. We analyze the data on the basis of Do¨ring’s equation.
Second- and fourth-order angular dependent terms are found to be of equal importance, indicating strong
deviations of the MR from a simple cos2 f dependence. One of the MR components is the ordinary or Lorentz
magnetoresistance, which is strong at low temperatures and becomes smaller at higher temperatures, due to the
reduction of the mean free path. By subtracting the ordinary magnetoresistance from the MR data we obtain the
anisotropic magnetoresistance. We decompose the temperature dependent anisotropic magnetoresistance in the
temperature dependentk constants of Do¨ring’s equation. These constants show a reduction betweenT520 K
andT5100 K, which reflects the observed decrease of the anisotropic magnetoresistance. We present argu-
ments that the temperature dependence of the anisotropic magnetoresistance is most likely due to the change
from defect-dominated scattering to phonon-dominated scattering, each of which has its own anisotropic
magnetoresistance.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.63.134432 PACS number~s!: 75.50.Bb, 73.50.Jt, 75.70.Ak
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I. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of the giant magnetoresistance~GMR! of
magnetic multilayers1 has stimulated a strong interest in th
properties of ferromagnetic films in general,2 in particular, in
the magnetoresistance~MR! of such films. In spite of exten
sive experimental work, the MR of a one-layer film is on
partly understood. The problem is that the MR of such a t
film is built up from various contributions of different phys
cal origin. The most important contributions are the ani
tropic magnetoresistance~AMR! and ordinary ~Lorentz!
magnetoresistance~OMR!.

The AMR is caused by the spin-orbit interaction, whi
induces mixing of spin-up and spin-downd states.3–5 This
mixing depends on the magnetization direction, i.e., the
rection of the net spin density. Therefore, the magnetiza
direction determines the density of unoccupiedd states at the
Fermi level. This gives rise to a magnetization-direction d
pendents-d scattering rate, which dominates the resistan
in ferromagnets. As a result, the resistivity of a satura
polycrystalline sample is determined by the anglef between
the electrical currentI and the magnetizationM :3 r5r'

1(r i2r')cos2 f. Herer i is the resistivity forI iM andr'

is the resistivity for I'M . Usually r i exceedsr' . The
cos2 f dependence results from averaging over all crys
orientations.3 In bulk alloys at low temperature, where on
impurity scattering occurs, the magnitude of the AMR effe
can be several tens of percents, e.g., 20% for NiFe aT
520 K.3 Phonon scattering in bulk alloys brings the mag
tude down to about 5% at room temperature. In thin films
AMR is further reduced to a few percent due to surface s
tering and additional structural defects. When the field
swept through the range2Hsat,H,Hsat (Hsat is the satu-
ration field! either a resistance maximum or minimum
found, depending on the anglef. This reflects the evolution
of a multidomain state to a single domain state.
0163-1829/2001/63~13!/134432~9!/$20.00 63 1344
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The OMR is due to the Lorentz force, which bends t
conduction electrons away from the electric field directio
increasing the resistivity of a conductor with increasing ma
netic field.6 The magnitude of the OMR is proportional to th
square of the magnetic inductionB, where B5H14pM .
Like the AMR, the OMR of a ferromagnet shows a max
mum or minimum aroundH50 Oe, because the magnetiz
tion changes direction aroundH50 Oe. However, since for
the OMR r'.r i , the f dependence is opposite to that
the AMR. The OMR does not reach saturation atHsat , con-
trary to the AMR, but always has a positive slope foruHu
.Hsat . The amplitude of the OMR increases with increasi
electron mean free path and can be comparable to the A
which leads to an entanglement problem. The magnitude
angular dependence of both the AMR and OMR depend
the temperature and on the purity and structure of the m
rial. To disentangle these contributions, a careful study of
angular, as well as the temperature dependence of the M
necessary.

In single crystals, contrary to polycrystals, averaging
the AMR resistivity over all crystal orientations is absen
Already in 1938, Do¨ring7 showed experimentally that bul
Ni single crystals have a much more complicated MR th
polycrystalline samples. The angular dependence did
obey a behavior involving only the relative orientation
current and magnetization. Instead, the orientation of b
current and magnetization with respect to the crystal a
had to be taken into account. Later, measurements on si
crystal Fe rods and whiskers confirmed Do¨ring’s results.8–11

The thin film equivalent of a bulk single crystal is the ep
taxial film, which can be grown on a suitable substrate w
modern deposition techniques. MR measurements on ep
ial ferromagnetic films also indicate deviations from t
simple cos2 f behavior and suggest that the directions
both the current and magnetization with respect to the cry
axes are important, as for bulk single crystals.12–19However,
©2001 The American Physical Society32-1
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the data and analysis are rather limited.
We investigate the MR of high purity epitaxial Fe films

a function of the in-plane magnetization direction with r
spect to the crystal orientation. This is done for two curr
directions and over a broad temperature range. We will d
onstrate a strong dependence of the MR on the current d
tion, magnetization direction, and temperature. In particu
from detailed MR measurements as a function of the an
between the magnetization and crystal axes, we show
the MR deviates from the polycystalline cos2 f behavior. We
analyze the data with the theoretical description based on
symmetry of the crystal,7 which yields the temperature de
pendence of the Do¨ring constants. At low temperatures (T
&50 K! AMR and OMR are of comparable magnitude. A
higher temperatures the AMR dominates the OMR. We
terpret the temperature dependence of the MR contribut
on the basis of the change of dominant electron-scatte
mechanism. Our results expand on previous experime
results.12–19

II. EPITAXIAL Fe FILMS

Epitaxial Fe films are grown in a VG-V80M UHV e-gu
evaporator with base pressure 2310211 mbar, using the
recipe of Clemenset al.20 Substrates are 63630.5 mm3

pieces of (112̄0) sapphire, i.e., hexagonal~rhombohedral!
Al2O3, on top of which a 10 nm bcc Mo seed layer is grow
at T5923 K at a rate of 0.02 nm/s. The bcc Fe layer
deposited atT5473 K with a thickness of 100 nm and at
rate of 0.07 nm/s. The purity of the Fe granules used for
melt is at least 99.95%. The pressure during evaporatio
Fe is approximately 1310210 mbar.

We use x-ray diffraction to characterize our samples,
plying both u-2u scans andF scans. In Fig. 1 we give an
example of au-2u scan in the normal geometry, where th
plane from whichu is measured is the plane of the film, i.e
we are looking at the x rays diffracted from atomic plan
parallel to the surface. Both for the Mo layer and the Fe la
strong and sharp$110% peaks are present, which are shift
with respect to the peak positions of the unstrained b

FIG. 1. u-2u scan of Mo~10 nm!/Fe~100 nm! deposited on

(112̄0) sapphire, using CoKa radiation (l51.78897 Å!. The ver-
tical lines denote the peak positions for unstrained bulk materia
13443
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materials, represented by the vertical lines in the figure. T
Mo peak has satellites due to the finite thickness of the la
indicating a uniform layer thickness, and therefore a fl
Mo/Fe interface.

Figure 2 shows twoF scans. In aF scan, the sample is
rotated about the normal to the layers. The geometry of aF
scan differs from that of a normalu-2u scan, such as in Fig
1, in that the sample is tilted through an anglex. The angles
u and 2u are set to the expected Bragg peaks. Therefore,
plane from whichu is measured is no longer parallel with th
plane of the film, i.e., we are investigating the stacking
atomic planes at an anglex with respect to the plane of th
film. This reveals the texture of the films. Figure 2 shows
example of twoF scans, adjusted for the$110% Fe peaks
(u522.4°, x560°, full line, left-hand-side axis! and the

$112̄3% Al2O3 peaks (u521.7°, x528.7°, dashed line,
right-hand-side axis!, respectively. Analysis of the scan
leads to designation of the peaks, as shown in the figure,
indicates that we have a close to single-crystalline~110! ep-
itaxial Fe layer, with the in-plane@11̄1# direction aligned
with the @0001# direction of the Al2O3. The same holds for
Mo, as deduced from the relevantF scan. The weak Fe
peaks correspond to a small Fe fraction ('0.3%) which has
the @11̄1̄# direction aligned with the@0001# direction of the
Al2O3.

The strain in the Fe layer can be calculated from the
sition of the Bragg peaks. For the@110# direction this is
found to be (20.4060.05)% ~compressive!. For the@101#
and @101̄# directions the strain can be determined by tiltin
the sample tox560°, F to the angle determined from theF
scan, and by scanningu and 2u over the Bragg peak. The
result is a strain of (0.1160.05)% ~tensile! for the @101#
direction and (0.1560.05)% ~tensile! for the @101̄# direc-
tion. Therefore, if we take the principal axes along t

@11̄1#, @11̄2̄#, and @110# directions of the Fe~the @0001#,

@11̄00#, and@112̄0# of the sapphire!, then within the experi-
mental accuracy e115e225(0.00360.001) and e33
5(20.004060.0005). These strains are consistent with
Poisson ration(Fe)'0.3.21 The cubic symmetry of the Fe
lattice is thus broken due to the slight strain anisotropy.

.

FIG. 2. F scans for the$110% Fe peaks and the Al2O3 $112̄3%
peaks withu522.4° andx560° ~full line, left-hand-side axis! u
521.7° andj528.7° ~dashed line, right hand side axis!, respec-
tively, using CuKa radiation (l51.542 Å!.
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Thus we have well characterized epitaxial Fe films, wh
allow accurate measurements of the dependence of the r
tance on the electrical current direction and the magnet
tion direction with respect to the crystal axes. These epita
films have the standard crystalline anisotropy of bcc
which has the easy axes of magnetization along the^100&
directions. Taking into account the magnetostatic energy
the thin film geometry, the~in-plane! @001# direction is the
single easy axis of the films.

From these films we make strips with different in-pla
crystal direction by mechanical scratching approximately
mm wide and 6 mm long areas. Four wires are bonded
each strip, thus allowing a four-point resistance measu
ment. The positioning of the wires is such that a homo
neous current density is generated between the vol
probes, along the length direction of the strip. The resista
of a strip is typically 1V at room temperature. We wil
discuss in detail the results obtained on two samples w
different angles between the electrical current direction
the @001# direction, samples A and B. More samples ha
been measured, showing similar results. In sample A,
@001# direction and the current direction make an angle
u5220°63°, as shown in the inset of Fig. 3. This ang
was chosen because it is not one of the high symmetry
rections, in which a more regular behavior may be expec
The resistance ratio betweenT5300 K andT54.2 K ~the
residual resistance ratio! is equal to 16. For sample B, th
current flows approximately parallel (u50°63°) to the
@001# direction. It has a residual resistance ratio of 11.5.

III. MAGNETORESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS

Magnetoresistance measurements are done between
and 230 K in an He flow cryostat equipped with a superc
ducting magnet andin situ sample rotation capabilities. Th
resistance of the samples is measured with a dc current o
mA, which is low enough to prevent significant heating.
Fig. 3 we show magnetoresistance traces (R2RH50)/RH50
for sample A, measured for several magnetic field directio
at 4.2 and 80 K. Each trace is measured in field sweeps f
H510 to 210 kOe and fromH5210 to 10 kOe. Figure 3
shows the hysteresis for certain angles between the cu
and magnetization direction. Thef5275° curve in Fig.
3~b! shows a pronounced hysteresis atH50.64 kOe. For the
MR curves forf5260° andf50° in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!,
respectively, hysteresis is virtually absent. This is repres
tative for the other angles as well. Therefore, for those an
only a single trace is shown. The curves withf590° and
f5290° coincide, which demonstrates the accuracy of
rotational mechanism, because rotating by 180° is equiva
to reversing the magnetic field direction and the MR is sy
metric with reversal of the magnetic field. In both Figs. 3~a!
and 3~b! a complicated angular dependence of the MR tra
is clearly present, which strongly depends on temperatur

For all traces, the resistance atH50 kOe is independen
of the angle of the previously applied magnetic field. App
ently the magnetization always rotates into the easy mag
tization direction atH50 kOe. The magnetization directio
in the low magnetic field region (H&3 kOe! is determined
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by the competition between the torques on the magnetiza
exerted by the external magnetic field and crystalline anis
ropy field. With increasing field strength the magnetizati
direction rotates towards the field direction. The rotation
ther causes an increase or decrease in the resistance, de
ing on the angle of the field with respect to the electric
current direction. At approximatelyuHu50.5 kOe, in certain
curves a nonmonotonous behavior is present. AtT54.2 K,
maxima are present in thef5275° curve and minima are
present in thef5260°, 245°, 230° and 0° curves.
Minima are also present in theT580 K curves, forf5
275°, 290°, 90°, 60°, 45°, and 30°. It is likely that th
maxima and minima we measure in our samples arise
follows. First, when the magnetization points somewhere
between the easy magnetization direction and applied m
netic field direction, the resistance can go through eithe
maximum or a minimum as a function of the angle. This
the case for thef5275°, 260°, and245° curves atT
54.2 K, andf5275°, 290°, 90°, 60° curves atT580 K.
Second, when the magnetization initially rotates towards
magnetic field direction, the resistivity can decrease. Ho

FIG. 3. Magnetoresistance traces for sample A at differ
angles of the applied magnetic field with respect to the electr
current at~a! T54.2 K and~b! T580 K. The current flows at an
angle of 20° with the@001# axis ~the easy axis!, as shown in the
inset.M is the magnetization,I is the current,u5220° is the angle
between the current and the@001# direction,f is the angle between
the current and magnetization, andc is the angle between the mag
netization and the@001# direction.
2-3
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ever, the combined effect of the negative AMR and posit
OMR results in the observed minimum forf5230° and 0°
curves atT54.2 K, andf545° and 30° curves atT580 K.
We note that this behavior is strongly different from the b
havior of polycrystalline samples, which show a single mi
mum and a maximum aroundH50 Oe for the magnetic field
parallel and perpendicular to the current direction, resp
tively.

At the high field region (H.Hsat'3 kOe; Hsat is the
saturation magnetic field! a monotonous increase in resi
tance with increasing magnetic field is observed for all M
curves, which is due to the OMR effect. The magnetizat
is saturated in this region. In analyzing the angular dep
dence of the resistance at 10 kOe, we see that also a com
cated angular dependence is present, e.g., in Fig. 3~a! the f
5290° and 90° measurements are the topmost, while
f5230° measurement is the bottom curve. In Fig. 3~b! the
f5260° measurement is the topmost curves, while thef
545° measurement is the bottom curve. The resistance a
kOe is plotted versusf in Fig. 4, marked by the solid dots
Clearly, the angular dependence is not a simple cos2 f, i.e.,
the dependence differs from the angular dependence o
AMR effect of a polycrystalline material.

At high fields domain-wall magnetoresistance is n
present, because the magnetization of the sample is s
rated. This leaves the AMR and OMR of a saturated sam
as the remaining contributions to the MR. Therefore, to d
entangle these contributions it is advantageous to focus
the angular dependence of the MR at high field, for wh
we choose 10 kOe.

In Fig. 4 we give examples of the relative resistan
change (R2Rmin )/Rmin of sample A as a function of the
angle between the current and magnetization, forT54.2 K,
T557 K, andT5150 K. Rmin is the minimum resistance
The resistance is measured by steppingf from 2100° to
100° in steps of 5°. The reverse curves fromf5100° to
2100° are also measured in order to test the reproducibi
which is good, except for a small temperature drift at high
temperatures (DR/R due to the temperature drift is 0.02%
for T5230 K andDR/R,0.003% forT,155 K!. Figure 4

FIG. 4. The magnetoresistance of sample A atH510 kOe as a
function of the angle between the applied magnetic field and
electrical current at~a! T54.2 K, ~b! T557 K, and~c! T5150 K.
The measurement geometry is as in Fig. 3.
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shows that the fixed field measurement as a function of
angle agrees well with the measurements in Fig. 3. A sm
offset angle of'4° is present, which is the experiment
alignment error. Figure 4 confirms that the curves are
symmetric aroundf50° and that the minimum shifts with
temperature. Furthermore, the shape is not a simple co2 f
dependence. For example, in theT54.2 K measurement, the
minimum of the curve is sharper than the maximum.

MR measurements of sample B are shown in Fig. 5. A
for this sample, at zero field all curves meet in one point,
with the previous sample, but the angular dependence is
much simpler. The resistance as a function of the angle
tween the current direction and the magnetization direct
at H510 kOe is shown in Fig. 6. Curves at higher tempe
tures are shown compared to Fig. 4, in order to show
change to a nonsinusoidal curve at higher temperatures m
clearly. The curves are almost symmetric aroundf50°. For
T580 K andT5184 K a small asymmetry is present. W
observe that also for this sample, the resistance as a func
of the angle is not a cos2 f, as is the case for a polycrysta
line sample. This is most clearly visible atT5184 K, where
an extra minimum is present at aboutf590°. The other two
curves atT580 K andT54.2 K do resemble a sin2 f, but
the curves show a much sharper maximum than minimu
indicating that again it is not a perfect sinusoidal depe
dence.

In the next section we will analyze the angular depe

e

FIG. 5. Magnetoresistance traces for sample B at differ
angles of the applied magnetic field with respect to the electr
current at~a! T54.2 K and~b! T580 K. The current flows along
the @001# axis ~the easy axis!, as shown in the inset.M is the
magnetization,I is the current,u50° is the angle between th
current and the@001# direction,f is the angle between the curren
and magnetization, andc(5f) is the angle between the magne
zation and the@001# direction.
2-4
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dence of the resistance on the basis of AMR and OMR.

IV. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

We analyze our data with the expression of Do¨ring7 for
the resistivity, which is based on the symmetry of the crys
He assumed that the electric field componentsE1 , E2, and
E3 along the cubic directions are linear functions of the co
ponentsj 1 , j 2, and j 3 of the electrical current density:Ei

5(k51
3 wik j k . Herewik are the magnetization-direction de

pendent components of the magnetoresistivity tensor, wh
describes all ohmic MR effects, including AMR and OMR
The resistivity can be written asr5( i ,k51

3 wikb ibk , where
b1 , b2, and b3 are the direction cosines of the electric
current with respect to the cubic axes. The componentswik
can be rewritten using the symmetry of a cubic crystal. T
yields for the relative change in resistivity for arbitrary cu
rent and magnetization directions:7,22

r2r*

r*
5k1S a1

2b1
21a2

2b2
21a3

2b3
22

1

3D
12k2~a1a2b1b21a2a3b2b31a3a1b3b1!

1k3s1k4S a1
4b1

21a2
4b2

21a3
4b3

21
2

3
s2

1

3D
12k5~a1a2a3

2b1b21a2a3a1
2b2b3

1a3a1a2
2b3b1!, ~1!

wherer* is the average resistivity of a hypothetical mul
domain sample with equal volume fractions with the mag
tization pointing along a$100% direction,k1 , k2 , k3 , k4, and
k5 are temperature dependent constants,a1 , a2, anda3 are
the direction cosines of the magnetization direction with
spect to the cubic axes ands5a1

2a2
21a2

2a3
21a3

2a1
2. The lo-

cal magnetization direction should be used if the sample i
a multidomain state. Equation~1! then describes the loca
change in resistivity. Equation~1! is an expansion based o

FIG. 6. Magnetoresistance of sample B atH510 kOe as a func-
tion of the angle between the applied magnetic field and the cur
at ~a! T54.2 K, ~b! T580 K, and~c! T5184 K. The measuremen
geometry is as in Fig. 5.
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the symmetry of the crystal. Therefore, it is hard to direc
relate thek constants to physical properties such as the sp
orbit interaction. The relation of thek constants with the
underlying physics should follow from first principle AMR
models, but that is beyond the scope of this article.

For our purpose, we adapt Eq.~1! to the specific geometry
of our ~110! films, using a152a25(1/A2)sinc, a3

5cosc, b152b25(1/A2)sinu, and b35cosu. Here c is
the angle between the magnetization and the@001# direction
and u is the angle between the electrical current and
@001# direction~see inset Fig. 3!. This leads to four indepen
dent terms in Eq.~1!:

r2r*

r*
2d5C1 cos2c1C2 cos4c1C3 cosc sinc

1C4 cosc sin3c, ~2!

where

C15k1S cos2u2
1

2
sin2u D2k2

1

2
sin2u

1k3

1

2
1k4S 1

3
2

1

2
sin2u D1k5

1

2
sin2u, ~3!

C252k3

3

4
1k4S cos2u1

1

4
sin2u2

1

2D2k5

1

2
sin2u, ~4!

C352k2 cosu sinu, ~5!

C45k5 cosu sinu, ~6!

and

d5k1S 1

2
sin2u2

1

3D1k2

1

2
sin2u1k3

1

4
1k4S 1

4
sin2u2

1

6D .

~7!

A linear term inc is added to Eq.~2! to take into account the
small temperature drift in our measurements at high temp
tures ~while stepping through the range of angl
@fstart ,fend# the resistance drifts linearly in time!. A linear
term is orthogonal to the other terms, so that it does
influence these in principle, but helps to correctly weigh ea
measurement point. It is not possible to determine bothr*
andd from the measurements. Therefore, we use@r2r* (1
1d)#/r* '(R2R0)/R0, which introduces a negligible erro
('1%) compared to the other errors in theC coefficients.

We analyze the resistance versus angle data with Eq~2!
for measurements at up to 13 different temperatures in
range 4.2–220 K for each sample, usingc5f1u. In the
analysis, the value of the coefficientsC1 , C2 , C3, andC4
results from a fitting procedure. In general, good agreem
between the experimental data and Eq.~2! is obtained, as
exemplified by the fit results in Figs.~4! and ~6!. The tem-
perature dependence of theC coefficients is plotted in Figs. 7
and 8, where the error bars reflect the different fit resu
obtained for curves measured with opposite angle-step di
tion at each temperature. The following general observati

nt
2-5
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can be made:~1! either C2 or C4 is significantly different
from zero, and can be comparable toC1 and C3, at most
temperatures. This is in contrast to polycrystalline samp
for which C2 andC4 are zero for all temperatures.3 ~2! There
is no temperature where all four coefficients are zero sim
taneously, i.e., there is no ‘‘compensation temperatur
where the resistivity is independent of the magnetization
rection.~3! All coefficients exceptC4 in Fig. 7 change sign
as a function of temperature.~4! Most coefficients have a
maximum gradient atT'60 K. ~5! For sample B~see Fig.
8!, C3 andC4 are very close to zero. This agrees with Eq
~5! and ~6!, which indicate thatC35C450 for u50°. De-
viations from zero relate to the uncertainty inu (63°)
and/or to the nonperfect texture of the sample.

From theC coefficients in Figs. 7 and 8, we calculate t
k constants of Eq.~1!. We combine the data from both fig
ures because the data from only one sample are insuffic
to determine the fivek constants. However, due to its high
residual resistance ratio, samples A has a larger OMR at
temperatures than sample B, as can be seen from the s

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the fit coeficientsC1 , C2 ,
C3, andC4, obtained by fitting Eq.~2! to the data from sample A

FIG. 8. Temperature dependence of the fit coeficientC1 , C2 ,
C3, andC4, obtained by fitting Eq.~2! to the data from sample B
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of the MR at high fields in Figs. 3 and 5. Therefore,
combine the two data sets, we need to subtract the O
contribution from theC coefficients of sample A and B. We
estimate the OMR from23 (Dr/r)OMR '(eB't/m* )2, which
is the solution of the Boltzmann transport equation up to
second order in the magnetic induction in the lim
(eB't/m)2!1. Heret is the momentum relaxation time,e
is the electron charge,m* is the effective electron mass, an
B'5uH14pM usinf is the component of the magnetic fie
perpendicular to the current direction. Combining the abo
equation for the OMR with the resistivityr5m/(ne2t), we
find that (Dr/r)OMR 5k(r300 K

2 /r2)sin2f. Here k5@B/
(ner300 K)#2 is a temperature independent constant a
r300 K is the resistivity atT5300 K. We estimatek from the
MR in Figs. 3 and 5 for fields aboveHsat , where the AMR
is constant. This is done by applying the expression
(Dr/r)OMR to the difference in resistance change for t
parallel and perpendicular field orientations, when go
from a small field ('3 kOe! to a large field ('10 kOe! and
by taking into account the magnetization (4pM522 kG!.24

We find that k5(3.560.2)31025 at B532 kG (H510
kOe, which is the field of the angular measurements!. Using
c5f1u and rewriting sin2 f in terms ofc andu, we find
the coefficients without the OMR:

Ĉ15C12k
r300 K

2

r2
~sin2u2cos2u!, ~8!

Ĉ35C31k
r300 K

2

r2
2 cosu sinu, ~9!

and

d̂5d2k
r300 K

2

r2
cos2u. ~10!

We neglect the OMR contribution toC2 andC4, which are
of order (eB't/m)4, and therefore small compared to th
AMR contribution toC2 andC4. Thus we haveĈ25C2 and
Ĉ45C4.

Using u5220° andu50° for samples A and B, respec
tively, we obtain four equations from sample A@Eqs. ~3!–
~6!# and two equations from sample B@Eqs. ~3! and ~4!#,
which we solve for the fivek constants for each temperatur
The resulting temperature dependentk constants are plotted
in Fig. 9. We observe thatk1 , k3 , k4 dominate at low tem-
peratures. All constants are relatively temperature indep
dent up toT'20 K, where they start to change. At'85 K
they bunch together in a somewhat narrow range cente
around zero. Apart fromk5, all constants change sign be
tween T550 andT595 K. Furthermore, there is no tem
perature where all constants are zero.

To explain the temperature dependence of the AMR c
tribution to thek constants, we consider three temperatu
dependent effects or quantities. These are excitation of t
mal spin waves, lattice strain, and the dominant elect
scattering mechanism.
2-6
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Spin waves, local and temporal oscillations of the mag
tization direction, are progressively excited with increas
temperature, leading to magnetization reduction.25 Spin
waves will also cause angular averaging of the AMR res
tivity because of the direction cosinesa i present in Eq.~1!.
This averaging is also known for the magnetocrystalline
isotropy constants which have a similar dependence on
a i .26 For the AMR effect, the averaging leads to effectiv
temperature dependentk constants. Interpreting the reductio
of the AMR effect analyzed by Parker27 in this way, one
would expect a reduction of thek constants as@M (T)#2. The
change of the constants in Fig. 9, when replotted ver
M (T), is much faster than this. Actually, however, thek

FIG. 9. The temperature dependence ofk1 , k2 , k3 , k4, andk5

as obtained fromC1 , C2 , C3, andC4 of Figs. 7 and 8. The inse
shows the relative resistivity as a function of temperature,
sample B.
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constants should follow different power laws of the magn
tization, because each term in Eq.~1! has a different angula
dependence. This is also contrary to our finding. Therefo
spin-wave averaging does not cause the observed temp
ture dependence.

Furthermore, the lattice strain changes due to the temp
ture dependent differential thermal expansion of the Fe fi
and substrate. This leads to, for example, a change of ove
integrals of thed wave functions, which influences the spli
ting of the spin-up and spin-down bands. Such a change
influence the anisotropy of thes-d scattering responsible fo
the AMR effect. The thermal expansion coefficients for
and sapphire do not go to zero where thek constants saturate
(T.100 K!, but in fact still become larger.28 Although the
relation between the strain and the AMR is not known, t
discrepancy suggests that lattice strain is not the domin
mechanism.

Finally, with increasing temperature the dominant scatt
ing mechanism in Fe~as in many other metals! changes from
electron-defect scattering to electron-phonon scattering
established by Isshiki and Igaki.29 Our resistivity data for
samples A and B are similar to those of Ref. 29. We the
fore assume that, also in our samples, a transition fr
electron-defect to electron-phonon scattering occurs.30 The
inset of Fig. 9 illustrates this, with an estimated transiti
temperature of aboutT560 K. Figure 9 shows that thek
constants change in the same region where the scatte
changes from electron-defect dominated to electron-pho
dominated, each of which has its own AMR. The gradu
transition between the contributions to the AMR due to d
fect and phonon scattering,@(r2r* )/r#d and @(r
2r* )/r#ph , respectively, is given by3,27,31

r

r2r*

r*
5

Drph1Drd

rph1rd
5

@~r2r* !/r* #ph@r~T!2r~4.2 K!#1@~r2r* !/r* #dr~4.2 K!

r~T!
, ~11!
is
, in
ll

t, as
e

uc-
a-
ct-
ach

son

o

where r(4.2 K)5rd is the resistivity caused by electron
defect scattering,rph is the resistivity caused by electron
phonon scattering, r(T)5rd1rph(T), Drph* 5rph@(r
2r* )/r* #ph , and Drd* 5rd@(r2r* )/r* #d . The shape of
the scattering potential depends on the scattering mechan
which will therefore influence the probabilities ofs-d scat-
tering. According to Smit,4 (Dr/r)ph is smaller than
(Dr/r)d because the scattering potential for electron-pho
scattering is nonspherical, as opposed to spherical
electron-defect scattering. In other words, the AMR at l
temperature is larger than the AMR at high temperatures
Fig. 9 we can see that the magnitude of thek constants in-
deed shows a gradual decrease in the temperature r
where the transition between the two scattering mechani
occurs. The usual way to visualize this transition for po
crystalline ferromagnets is to plot (r i2r')/r versus
r(4.2 K)/r(T) ~Parker plot!. Because of the more compl
cated angular dependence of the AMR of our epitaxial
m,

n
or

In

ge
s

-

e

films, plotting the resistivity difference for these directions
rather arbitrary and does not show all information. Instead
Fig. 10 we give a Parker plot ofk constants, which shows a
data. We can see that forr(4.2 K)/r(T),0.60, within the
experimental accuracy, a linear dependence in presen
suggested by Eq.~11!. The intercepts of the lines with th
axis are thek values for phonon scattering alone.

Considering the three possible mechanisms for the red
tion of the amplitude of the AMR with increasing temper
ture, the most likely candidate is the change from defe
dominated scattering to phonon-dominated scattering, e
of which has its own AMR.

Although literature data for Fe are scarce, a compari
with publishedk constants is in place. Hirone and Hori11

determined from room temperature data by Webster9 and
Shirakawa10 for bulk single Fe crystals thatk150.00153,
k250.00593, k350.00194, k4520.00053, and k55
20.00269. Thesek values include the OMR. They are two t
2-7
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ten times smaller than ours at room temperature, whilek4 in
our data has the largest value followed byk1 , k3 , k2, and
finally k5. Furthermore, the signs ofk1 andk4 are different
from those in our data. This difference cannot be explain
by the OMR contribution in the data of Websteret al. be-
cause at room temperature the OMR is small compare
AMR. Probably, the differences result from the different n
ture of the samples, thin film versus bulk crystal. For e
ample, the strain and purity in the samples can be differ
To our knowledge, for Fe films literature data onk constants
do not exist. The MR of several differently oriented film
with several different current directions has been measu
though.12,13,17–19The results seem consistent with our resu
However, in some papers the angular dependence was
fully taken into account, which introduces complications
the interpretation of MR data. The compensation tempe
ture, where the resistance is independent of the magne
tion direction, was reported by two articles,17,18 but has not
been found in the present work. However, up to four ang
can be found in which accidentally the same resistance

FIG. 10. Parker plot ofk1 , k2 , k3 , k4, andk5 as obtained from
the data in Fig. 9. The lines are a linear fit to the data point in
range 0.15,r(4.2 K)/r(T),0.60.
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curs @four angles in Fig. 6, for 0.06,(R2Rmin )/Rmin
,0.08 atT5184 K and two angles for other resistances a
temperatures and also 2 angles in Fig. 4#.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the MR of epitaxial Fe~110! films and
its dependence on the in-plane magnetization direction a
function of temperature. The magnetization-direction dep
dence of the MR atH510 kOe is found to change strongl
when going fromT54.2 K to T5230 K, as a result of a
temperature dependent interplay between the ordinary
anisotropic magnetoresistance. By analyzing the data w
Döring’s equation it is found that second- and fourth-ord
angular dependent terms are found to be of equal imp
tance, i.e., the dependence on the magnetization directio
the MR is not a simple cos2 f. At low temperatures, the
ordinary magnetoresistance, which is due to the Lore
force, influences the MR strongly. At higher temperatur
the ordinary magnetoresistance becomes smaller, due to
reduction of the electron mean free path. Thus the an
tropic magnetoresistance, which is due to the spin-orbit
teraction, becomes dominant. Considering three poss
mechanisms for the reduction of the amplitude of the ani
tropic magnetoresistance with increasing temperature,
most likely candidate is the change from defect-domina
scattering to phonon-dominated scattering, each of which
its own anisotropic magnetoresistance.
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